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§ The T2K !" and !̅$ beams are
produced from collision of a high
intensity proton beam with a
graphite target, and are therefore
contaminated with other types of
neutrinos, which also interact in
the detector volume and
contribute to the background
signals.
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§ Baby MIND (Magnetized Iron Neutrino Detector) is a 70 tons muon
spectrometer missioned to measure the momentum and identify
the charge of muons produced in charged current neutrino
interactions in WAGASCI targets, located at the near detector
complex on the T2K beam line, at 1.5° off-axis angle compared
with 2.5° for the ND280 and Super K.

§ One challenge the detector aims to address is that of keeping high
charge identification efficiencies for momenta as low as 300
MeV/c where multiple scattering in the steel plates degrades the
momentum resolution.

§ The design of Baby MIND detector is completely modular. A new
magnetization scheme has been developed for this purpose, where
the aluminum coil is wrapped around the steel in a sewing pattern
providing a uniform magnetic field of 1.5 T. A total of 33 magnets
and 18 scintillating modules compose Baby MIND.

Baby MIND Front-End 
electronic Board (FEB).

A Minicrate hosting 6 FEBs. 

§ The costume made Front-End Boards (FEB) are based
on CITIROC ASIC and were developed at University of
Geneva.

§ The Master Clock Board (MCB) handles the trigger
signals and the spill number provided by the T2K
beamline.

§ The DAQ software has a multi threading architecture
in order to handle multiple USB communications with
the MCRs as well as providing separate channels for
monitoring and error propagation.

§ The topology of a charged current neutrino interaction, depends on the
nuclear response. The underlying process can lead to various final states.

§ Shower events without a recognizable muon are categorized alongside
with !e-CC-like or !i-NC-like interactions. Comparison with MC can
determine the percentage of signal events which end up in this category.

NC !e-CC

!"-CC !e-CC NC

§ Baby MIND started acquiring data from the beginning of T2K Run 10, on
Nov 7th 2019 in neutrino mode. Thanks to the accelerator upgrades, a
considerable boost in beam power during run 10 is expected. As of Nov
27th, 1.22×1020 POTs were delivered, with highest ever achieved beam
power of 497 kW.

§ With high data collection efficiency supported by the stability of the
DAQ system, Baby MIND is currently collecting high quality data, to be
used for studying Neutrino interactions in Iron as well as performing a
joint analysis with other WAGASCI sub detectors.
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§ Timing: The Baby MIND electronics provide a

dead time free hit time signal path with a
resolution of 2.5 ns. The plot to the right
demonstrates the T2K bunch structure
obtained from hit times.

§ Charge: The calibration process uses three
signal paths of HG amplitude, LG amplitude
and time over threshold (ToT) to reconstruct
hit charge in units of p.e.

§ The plots below show the light yield of the
horizontal and the vertical bars, displayed
in terms of ToT and HG amplitude. T2K bunch structure

MPPC dark count (finger plot)

Gain (ADC/p.e) distributionComparison of the Time over threshold and HG amplitude 

ToT horizontal bars HG amplitude horizontal bars

ToT vertical bars HG amplitude vertical bars

§ With 70 tons mass, Baby MIND witnesses more Neutrino interactions
than any other sub detector of WAGASCI experiment. These neutrino
interactions can be used to monitor beam composition and measure
neutrino cross section in Iron.

§ By Identifying a muon track in an event we aim to separate the signal
(!"-CC) from the background (!e-CC and !i-NC).

Beam composition in !" and !̅" mode.

WAGASCI expected flux (Off-axis angle 1.6�)

Location of WAGASCI  experiment in ND280 pit

Run 10 integrated protons on target (POT) from 7th to 27th November 2019.

T2K experiment

Schematics of WAGASCI modules, wall MRDs and Baby MIND detector.

Baby MIND scintillating modules Baby MIND magnet modules Magnetic field map inside a modules

Common types of nuclear response in charged current neutrino interactions.

Neutrino events in Baby MIND detector with a muon.

Neutrino events in Baby MIND detector without a recognizable muon.

Expected Neutrino interactions in detector volume. 

ND280 
detector 

Side view

Top view

Side view

Top view
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Baby MIND electronics mini crate



INTRODUCTION
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§ Baby MIND is a 70 tons muon spectrometer
missioned to measure the momentum and identify
the charge of muons produced in charged current
neutrino interactions in WAGASCI targets.

§ The design of Baby MIND, unlike classical monolithic
MIND type detectors is completely modular. It consist
of a total of 33 magnets and 18 scintillating modules.

Baby	MIND
Wall	MRD

Baby	MIND
Wall	MRDWAGASCI

Baby	MIND	Scintillating	module Baby	MIND	Magnet	module Magnetic	field	map	inside	a	module

WAGASCI	experiment	sub	detectors



MAGNETIZATION	SCHEME	OF	BABY	MIND
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Traditional	approaches	for	
magnetization	of	MINDs	

Original	scheme	of	
magnetization	for	
Baby	MIND

One	slit	configuration

Final	version	 two	slit	configuration

New	scheme:
Individual	magnetization	of	
plates	

Old	scheme:
One	or	more	coil	around	the	entire	
detector

B–I	curve	of	ARMCO	measured	on	
the	first	magnet	module.	
Operational	current	is	140	A.

Maximum	and	remnant	magnetic	
field	measured	for	modules.



LOCATION	OF	THE	DETECTOR
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§ Baby MIND and other WAGASCI sub detectors are
located at the near detector complex on the T2K beam
line, at 1.5° off-axis angle compared with 2.5° for the
ND280 and Super K.

ND280
2.5° off-axis

1.5° off-axis

WAGASCI	and	
Baby	MIND

Beam	center

MOTIVATION

§ The WAGASCI target modules are designed as grids of scintillating
plastic filled with water, and will provide precision measurements
of the ratio of cross sections in water and plastic. In order to
reduce systematic errors for T2K.

§ With 70 tons mass, Baby MIND
witnesses more Neutrino interactions
than any other WAGASCI subdetectors.
These neutrino interactions can be used
to monitor beam composition and
measure neutrino cross section in Iron.



FIRST	PHYSICS	RUN	OF	BABY	MIND	DETECTOR

§ Baby MIND started acquiring data from the
beginning of T2K Run 10, on Nov 7th 2019 in
neutrino mode. Thanks to the accelerator
upgrades, a considerable boost in beam
power during run 10 is expected.

§ As of Nov 27th, 1.22×1020 POTs were
delivered, with highest ever achieved beam
power of 497 kW.
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TIMING	AND	CHARGE	CALIBRATION
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T2K	bunch	structure	seen	by	Baby	MIND.
(10	min	data)

§ Baby MIND electronics is the base
line for Super-FGD electronics
(ND280 upgrade)

§ Baby MIND electronics has a sampling frequency of 400 MHz. The
Bunch structure plot is obtained from hit times.

§ The CITIROC chip provides three signal paths of HG amplitude, LG
amplitude and Time over threshold (ToT), which are all used to extract
hit charge.

MPPC finger plot 
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NEUTRINO	EVENTS	TOPOLOGY	IN	BABY	MIND
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𝜈𝜇-CC

§ BabyMIND canmonitor the beamcomposition andmeasure neutrino cross section in Iron.

Event	display	
Side	view

Neutrino	events	in	Baby	MIND	with	a	muon	 in	the	final	state	.

Event	1 Event	2 Event	3

B B B
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§ The T2K !" and !̅$ beams are
produced from collision of a high
intensity proton beam with a
graphite target, and are therefore
contaminated with other types of
neutrinos, which also interact in
the detector volume and
contribute to the background
signals.
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§ Baby MIND (Magnetized Iron Neutrino Detector) is a 70 tons muon
spectrometer missioned to measure the momentum and identify
the charge of muons produced in charged current neutrino
interactions in WAGASCI targets, located at the near detector
complex on the T2K beam line, at 1.5° off-axis angle compared
with 2.5° for the ND280 and Super K.

§ One challenge the detector aims to address is that of keeping high
charge identification efficiencies for momenta as low as 300
MeV/c where multiple scattering in the steel plates degrades the
momentum resolution.

§ The design of Baby MIND detector is completely modular. A new
magnetization scheme has been developed for this purpose, where
the aluminum coil is wrapped around the steel in a sewing pattern
providing a uniform magnetic field of 1.5 T. A total of 33 magnets
and 18 scintillating modules compose Baby MIND.

Baby MIND Front-End 
electronic Board (FEB).

A Minicrate hosting 6 FEBs. 

§ The costume made Front-End Boards (FEB) are based
on CITIROC ASIC and were developed at University of
Geneva.

§ The Master Clock Board (MCB) handles the trigger
signals and the spill number provided by the T2K
beamline.

§ The DAQ software has a multi threading architecture
in order to handle multiple USB communications with
the MCRs as well as providing separate channels for
monitoring and error propagation.

§ The topology of a charged current neutrino interaction, depends on the
nuclear response. The underlying process can lead to various final states.

§ Shower events without a recognizable muon are categorized alongside
with !e-CC-like or !i-NC-like interactions. Comparison with MC can
determine the percentage of signal events which end up in this category.

NC !e-CC

!"-CC !e-CC NC

§ Baby MIND started acquiring data from the beginning of T2K Run 10, on
Nov 7th 2019 in neutrino mode. Thanks to the accelerator upgrades, a
considerable boost in beam power during run 10 is expected. As of Nov
27th, 1.22×1020 POTs were delivered, with highest ever achieved beam
power of 497 kW.

§ With high data collection efficiency supported by the stability of the
DAQ system, Baby MIND is currently collecting high quality data, to be
used for studying Neutrino interactions in Iron as well as performing a
joint analysis with other WAGASCI sub detectors.
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§ Timing: The Baby MIND electronics provide a

dead time free hit time signal path with a
resolution of 2.5 ns. The plot to the right
demonstrates the T2K bunch structure
obtained from hit times.

§ Charge: The calibration process uses three
signal paths of HG amplitude, LG amplitude
and time over threshold (ToT) to reconstruct
hit charge in units of p.e.

§ The plots below show the light yield of the
horizontal and the vertical bars, displayed
in terms of ToT and HG amplitude. T2K bunch structure

MPPC dark count (finger plot)

Gain (ADC/p.e) distributionComparison of the Time over threshold and HG amplitude 
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§ With 70 tons mass, Baby MIND witnesses more Neutrino interactions
than any other sub detector of WAGASCI experiment. These neutrino
interactions can be used to monitor beam composition and measure
neutrino cross section in Iron.

§ By Identifying a muon track in an event we aim to separate the signal
(!"-CC) from the background (!e-CC and !i-NC).

Beam composition in !" and !̅" mode.

WAGASCI expected flux (Off-axis angle 1.6�)

Location of WAGASCI  experiment in ND280 pit

Run 10 integrated protons on target (POT) from 7th to 27th November 2019.

T2K experiment

Schematics of WAGASCI modules, wall MRDs and Baby MIND detector.

Baby MIND scintillating modules Baby MIND magnet modules Magnetic field map inside a modules

Common types of nuclear response in charged current neutrino interactions.

Neutrino events in Baby MIND detector with a muon.

Neutrino events in Baby MIND detector without a recognizable muon.

Expected Neutrino interactions in detector volume. 
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